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Responsive Matrix Cells: A Focus+Context Approach for
Exploring and Editing Multivariate Graphs
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Fig. 1. Responsive matrix cells are a focus+context approach that provides details for a multivariate graph via embedded visualizations
in a matrix representation and allows analysts to go from the overview in the matrix to details as well as editing within the cells. cb

Abstract— Matrix visualizations are a useful tool to provide a general overview of a graph’s structure. For multivariate graphs, a
remaining challenge is to cope with the attributes that are associated with nodes and edges. Addressing this challenge, we propose
responsive matrix cells as a focus+context approach for embedding additional interactive views into a matrix. Responsive matrix cells
are local zoomable regions of interest that provide auxiliary data exploration and editing facilities for multivariate graphs. They behave
responsively by adapting their visual contents to the cell location, the available display space, and the user task. Responsive matrix
cells enable users to reveal details about the graph, compare node and edge attributes, and edit data values directly in a matrix without
resorting to external views or tools. We report the general design considerations for responsive matrix cells covering the visual and
interactive means necessary to support a seamless data exploration and editing. Responsive matrix cells have been implemented in a
web-based prototype based on which we demonstrate the utility of our approach. We describe a walk-through for the use case of
analyzing a graph of soccer players and report on insights from a preliminary user feedback session.

Index Terms—Multivariate graph visualization, matrix visualization, focus+context, embedded visualizations, responsive visualization,
graph editing

1 INTRODUCTION

Multivariate graphs consist of nodes, edges, and multivariate data
attributes. An example would be a power grid, where power plants (the
nodes) are characterized by quantitative attributes such as maximum
capacity or current load. Power lines (the edges) between plants can
be characterized by attributes such as throughput or length. In general,
visualizing such graphs is challenging because multivariate attributes
have to be visualized alongside the graph structure.

Typical tasks on multivariate graphs include gaining an overview
of the graph structure (what is connected to what?), assessing the
overall similarity of nodes (which power plants are alike?), studying
the distribution of attribute values (what are the characteristics of plants
in a sub-grid?), comparing nodes in detail (which plant produces less
carbon dioxide?), and finding relations between attributes and the graph
structure (are similar plants interconnected?) [60]. In addition to these
analysis-oriented objectives, it is becoming increasingly important to
be able to edit or wrangle data [7, 37]. Data editing can be necessary to
correct erroneous data values (implausible power line throughput), and
also to carry out what-if analyses [69] to test how data characteristics
change when certain values are present in the data (would there be
sufficient energy when reducing the capacity of some power plants?).
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Solving the outlined analysis tasks typically requires an interplay
of several visual representations [38, 52]. On top of that, data edit-
ing usually requires external tools [6]. However, switching between
different visualization views and external tools may disrupt the data
exploration and editing workflow. Therefore, our goal is to enable users
to go seamlessly from overview to detail to editing.

To this end, we propose responsive matrix cells (RMCs) as a matrix-
based focus+context approach for integrated graph exploration and
editing. As shown in Fig. 1, a custom matrix visualization provides
the overview of graph structure and multivariate data attributes. RMCs
act as local zoom areas that can be expanded dynamically in a fo-
cus+context fashion to embed additional interactive views. These views
then facilitate the analysis of details and the editing of data values di-
rectly within the matrix. For example, substructures can be analyzed in
detail with miniature node-link diagrams, attributes can be represented
as small bar charts, or two nodes be compared directly via star plots.
Editing tasks can be performed directly in these auxiliary views, as soon
as they have been zoomed sufficiently to allow for direct manipulation.
All this is possible within the overview matrix and without disruptive
switches to external tools. Our RMCs behave responsively by adapting
their contents to where they are located in the matrix and how much
display space is at their disposal. Moreover, users can adapt RMCs as
needed for the task at hand.

In sum, our contributions are the following: (1) responsive matrix
cells as a novel focus+context approach for exploring and editing mul-
tivariate graphs in an integrated fashion; (2) design considerations for
embedding responsive visualizations into a matrix representation; (3)
interaction strategies for a fluid and seamless analysis and editing of
the data; and (4) a web-based prototype demonstrating the feasibility
of our concepts, which is illustrated by means of a walk-through of a
real-world dataset and by insights from a user feedback session.
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2 RELATED WORK

Related work is manifold. We consider multivariate graph visualization,
presentation techniques, as well as interaction and editing techniques
for graphs.

2.1 Multivariate Graph Visualizations
Several approaches exist for visualizing multivariate graphs, with the
majority of them being based on node-link diagrams or matrix visu-
alizations [38, 52]. While node-link diagrams can be considered the
default visualization for graphs, their layout can quickly get confus-
ing, particularly when encoding additional data attributes. In contrast,
matrix visualizations feature a clear and predictable layout suitable for
providing an overview, even for dense graphs.

In order to make all aspects of a multivariate graph visually acces-
sible, the aforementioned base visualizations must be extended. This
can be done by incorporating additional views [39, 53], embedding ad-
ditional visual encodings [45, 77], or laying out the graph based on its
attributes [78,80]. While incorporating additional views makes it easier
to encode more information, such solutions introduce a discontinuity
between identifying regions of interest in one view and analyzing the
actual details in another view. As a result, relating information across
views can impose a higher mental demand to the analyst. Embedding
additional visual encodings and varying the layout can avoid this, but it
is usually only possible to visualize attributes in an abstract or aggre-
gated form. Therefore, existing solutions often favor one data aspect
over another [52] or are geared towards specific analysis tasks [60].

Our approach uses a matrix as the central graphical arrangement.
Matrices encode the presence of edges (or edge weights) in a tabular
layout and are in general well-suited for visual graph analysis [23,
55]. Typical techniques for representing the edge attributes are color-
coding and also small glyph-like visualizations placed directly in the
matrix cells [17, 82]. As matrices do not explicitly represent the graph
nodes, additional means are required to visualize node attributes. Prior
research has assessed that a juxtaposed attribute table is a suitable
solution [11, 54]. An alternative is to calculate a pairwise attribute-
based similarity measure for nodes and visualize it in one half of the
matrix (divided by the diagonal), while the other half still encodes the
edges [11]. This creates an overview of structural and attribute-based
characteristics, enabling users to see, for example, whether nodes being
similar with respect to their attributes are also connected by edges. We
will use such a divided matrix design for our approach.

A disadvantage of matrices is their quadratic space complexity,
which makes visualizing larger graphs demanding [1]. Moreover, ma-
trices are not very well suited for path-related tasks [52, 54, 79]. A
promising approach to mitigate these issues is to combine matrix and
node-link representations, as in hierarchical graph maps [1] or Node-
Trix [30]. Here, parts of the matrix are replaced with a node-link
representation or vice versa for showing regions of interest in an alter-
native way. Such local replacements and adaptations within the display
are also part of general presentation techniques, as discussed next.

2.2 Presentation Techniques
Temporary local adaptations of a visual representation can help reveal
details for regions of interest while the global context is preserved. Fo-
cus+context techniques often apply a local zoom effect while maintain-
ing the overall visualization dimensions. Examples of focus+context
techniques are bifocal displays [5], fisheye views [22, 62], rubber-sheet
navigation [65], the table lens [61], the date lens [9], or Mélange [18].

Focus+context is not limited to geometrical scaling. Semantic zoom-
ing can dynamically alter the layout or the very encoding of the focused
parts of a visualization [58]. Examples would be to change the type of
chart embedded into the cells of a table lens [49] or to show meta-nodes
for clusters when zoomed out and to automatically expand the clusters
to reveal their affiliated nodes when zooming in [2, 66].

Similar to focus+context techniques, magic lenses are lightweight
tools that fluidly integrate a transient lens effect into the visualiza-
tion [41, 74]. In the context of graph visualization, lenses can, e.g., re-
duce clutter by filtering edges or generate local neighborhood overviews
by adapting the layout [72]. The latter one is also possible with our

RMCs. Similar to lenses, in situ visualization allows users to interac-
tively mark a region in a base visualization for which a different nested
visualization is shown [28].

When considering the nesting of views to provide alternative repre-
sentations locally on demand, the embedded visualizations have to face
specific layout restrictions [35]. For example, when embedding charts
in table cells as in LiveRAC [49] or glyphs in a matrix as in ZAME [17]
or TimeCells [82], the available space is severely limited. Depending
on the application and the user’s tasks, different visual encodings for
such embedded or micro visualizations are possible [8, 21, 76].

In the context of focus+context and semantic zooming, space con-
straints are more relaxed because users can freely define and change
the zoom level and the dimensions of the focus region. This makes it
possible to add details to the visualization (e.g., labels, axes, or guides)
or to switch to increasingly detailed visualization metaphors [47, 49].

Ideally, embedded visualizations are responsive, that is, they are able
to adapt themselves automatically to external contextual requirements.
The notion of responsive visualizations has mostly been discussed in
the context of mobile visualization [14, 44]. Recent research suggests
that the design of a responsive visualization should consider layout,
data density, and interaction-related aspects [3, 4, 31]. In the context
of our RMC approach, similar strategies for responsiveness have to be
taken into account. Additionally, we consider whether the task of the
user is to explore the data or to edit them.

2.3 Interacting & Editing in Graph Visualizations
In general, interaction plays an important role for exploring multivariate
graphs [81]. The literature suggests that interaction can take place at
different levels, including view-level interactions (e.g., brushing and
linking), visual-structure interactions (e.g., selections), and data-level
interactions (e.g., inserting or deleting edges). Making selections in
graphs or filtering nodes and edges are a fundamental operations [48,
72]. A key interaction for matrix visualizations would be to re-order
the node rows and columns to reveal different types of patterns [10,57].

Interaction in graph visualizations is not limited to mere selections
or adjustments of the visual representation. Interaction is also relevant
in the interplay of graph exploration and graph editing [24]. Following
Baudel’s direct manipulation1 principle [7], previous work has pro-
posed to edit node attributes by moving the nodes in a 2D-coordinate
system with an overlaid node-link diagram [16]. For editing a graph’s
structure, specialized lens tools can be employed [25]. Specifically
for matrix visualizations, interactive editing approaches focus around
adding or removing edges by (un)marking the corresponding matrix
cells [26, 40]. More elaborate and integrated approaches, for exam-
ple, for editing specific attributes of both nodes and edges, remain
under-explored so far.

2.4 Open Challenges
Overall, it remains challenging to visually explore and also edit mul-
tivariate graphs. To avoid unwanted attention switches and increased
screen space demands, focus+context and semantic zooming have al-
ready been applied to data tables [49, 61] and matrices [1, 17, 82].
However, the existing techniques are typically tailored to showing one
specific data aspect of their respective data set. Our approach is flexible
and can show multivariate attributes as well as structural aspects of
graphs on demand. Moreover, our approach goes beyond focusing on
individual matrix cells. A responsive matrix cell can also span a sub-
matrix and present the associated data in an aggregated form. This is
typically not possible with existing techniques, which prohibits insights
into aggregated subsets of the data. Finally, to our knowledge, none
of the existing approaches considers data editing as an important task
complementary to data exploration.

We aim to narrow this gap with an integrated approach that offers
a promising novel way for multi-faceted exploration of multivariate
graphs, together with the possibility to edit the data where necessary
without losing the overall analysis context.

1Baudel’s direct manipulation regards the direct editing of data values and is
not to be mistaken for the classic notion of direct manipulation [67].
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3 RESPONSIVE MATRIX CELLS

We propose responsive matrix cells (RMCs) as a flexible focus+context
approach to embed responsive visualizations into a matrix, more specif-
ically, either into individual cells (unit cells) or across cohesive sub-
matrices (meta cells). In this section, we discuss the requirements for
RMCs, provide an overview of the general approach, and elaborate on
the visual design of RMCs. The interaction facilities of RMCs will be
described in detail later in Sect. 4.

3.1 Requirements
Based on an analysis of the characteristics of multivariate graphs and the
associated tasks [38], we identified the following application-agnostic
requirements for our approach.

R1: Provide overview. Our approach must provide an overview of
both graph structure and multivariate attributes, enabling analysts
to spot general patterns (e.g., cliques or clusters), potential outliers,
and possible relations between structure and attributes (e.g., similar
nodes are connected).

R2: Allow access to details. For selected regions of interest, it must
be possible to access details to refine and complement the findings
made with the overview. This includes identifying specific attribute
values and comparing nodes or edges for concrete differences.

R3: Enable direct editing. Editing should be possible directly in the
visualization to allow users to quickly correct erroneous data or test
what-if scenarios while observing the resulting changes on the fly.

These requirements are concerned with what we want to achieve.
On top of that, we address an additional requirement centered on how
we want to achieve R1–R3:

R4: Strive for a fully integrated approach. All aspects inherent in
multivariate graphs should be shown in an integrated visualization
that supports data exploration and data editing. The integrated ap-
proach is to support smooth dynamic workflows and reduce inconve-
nient attention switches between different tools.

By following R4, we aim to utilize the known advantages of in-
tegrating focus within context [15], the visual information seeking
mantra [68], and direct editing [7].

3.2 Approach Overview
The core idea of the RMC approach is illustrated in Fig. 2: A special
matrix visualization delivers the overview, while responsive matrix
cells embedded into the matrix provide details in various ways and
allow users to perform edit operations.

The basis for the overview is a customized matrix visualization [11].
As depicted in Fig. 2, it shows adjacency information and node simi-
larity at the same time. As for regular adjacency matrices, rows and
columns correspond to the set of nodes. The lower-left triangular half
of the matrix visualizes the presence of edges and color-codes a se-
lected edge attribute. Yet, the upper-right triangular part of the matrix
shows different information. It color-codes pairwise node similarity as
computed based on node attributes. This custom matrix allows users
to recognize structural clusters (e.g., hub nodes, cliques, bi-cliques),
groups with similar attribute values, and outliers in general (R1). How-
ever, as the color-coding visualizes only a single piece of information
(i.e., attribute value or node similarity) per cell, multivariate details of
edges and nodes are not visible.

To access details and additional functionality, users can initiate re-
sponsive matrix cells (RMCs) within the overview matrix. More specif-
ically, users create RMCs either for individual matrix cells (unit cells)
or for sub-matrices (meta cells) and scale them up in a focus+context
fashion as shown in Fig. 2. The gained display space is used to embed
interactive views that enable users to see and compare details of the
data (R2). Additionally, editing facilities are provided when RMCs are
shown at a sufficient size (R3). This minimizes interruptions of the
analysis workflow as users no longer need to resort to external editing
tools (R4).

Columns
node labels

Rows

Similarity part:
attribute-based 
node similarity,
here Euclidean 
distance across 
n selected 
attributes

Responsive 
Matrix Cell
here a
Meta Cell

Diagonal, 
identity of nodesAdjacency part: weigthed edges, here based on one selected edge attribute

Fig. 2. Matrix, where the lower triangular half visualizes the weighted
edges of a graph, whereas the upper triangular half displays the pair-
wise similarity of nodes with respect to their multivariate attributes. A
responsive matrix cell (RMC) is embedded into the matrix. cb

RMCs reveal details and functionality to the analyst in a responsive
way. The responsive behavior of RMCs is a key feature of our approach.
At the core, an embedded RMC visualization adapts to:

1. the origin where the RMC has been created,

2. the space being available for the RMC, and

3. the task (i.e., explore, compare, edit) of the analyst.

There are different design choices for making RMCs responsive. We
will primarily be concerned with what additional information can be
shown where in the matrix, and how the information can be visualized
specifically (Fig. 3). The what, where, and how will be detailed in the
remainder of this section.

The general possibility to embed visualizations into a matrix is only
one side of RMCs. The other side is concerned with the interactive
interface required to enable users to utilize overview, detail views and
editing facilities smoothly, which will be the topic of Sect. 4.

3.3 What can be Shown?
Multivariate graphs consist of two types of objects, nodes and edges,
where each object can have several attribute values. By having a matrix
with an adjacency part (lower-left) and a similarity part (upper-right),
one half of the matrix is primarily focused on the edges, while the other
half is focused on the nodes, more specifically on how two given nodes
compare. This distinction is crucial to understand what information is
shown in RMCs.

As indicated in Fig. 3, an RMC being located in the adjacency
part (blue) will show information about the edges associated with the
underlying matrix cells, while an RMC in the similarity part (green) will
show information about the nodes associated with the corresponding
matrix rows and columns.

An RMC may span a single matrix cell, in which case it either
represents a single edge (adjacency part), a single node (diagonal), or a
pair of two nodes (similarity part). Such RMCs allow analysts to study
the details of individual nodes and edges or conduct a 1:1 comparison
of two nodes. An RMC may also cover an i× j sub-matrix with m= i · j
cells, which means it represents either a group of n ≤ i · j edges or a
group of n ≤ i+ j nodes. For such groups of objects, analysts might
be interested in studying individual objects as indicated before, but
also in investigating the group characteristics as a whole, including
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the distribution of attribute values or structural aspects of the group’s
induced sub-graph.

In sum, RMCs support three types of information representation:
representations for 1 object to show its details, for 2 objects to directly
compare them, or for n objects to convey group properties.

3.4 Where will Information be Shown?
The question of where detail information will be shown depends on
a user-specified region of interest (RoI). If the user is interested in an
individual edge or an individual pair of nodes, the RoI consist of only a
single cell. In that case, a single visualization is embedded into the cell
of interest. We call such cells unit cells.

When the RoI is defined as an i× j sub-matrix, it could mean the
user wants the details for (a) the individual objects covered or (b) the
group comprised of the objects. For case (a), multiple unit cells are
created so that there is one embedded visualization for each cell of
the sub-matrix. In other words, the cells of the sub-matrix are treated
individually as units, similar to small multiples [75]. For case (b), the
sub-matrix is treated as a whole and a single visualization is embedded
into it. We can also say that the RoI is subsumed into an aggregated
meta cell being concerned with the data as a group. Fig. 3 illustrates
that unit cells provide visualizations detailing 1 or 2 objects, whereas a
meta cell provides the details for n objects in a single visualization.

Unit cells and meta cells differ in their characteristics, which also
has consequences for the embedded visualizations. Unit cells generally
start in the square aspect ratio of the underlying matrix cells. When unit
cells are generated for a sub-matrix, a visualization is placed in each
cell. As these visualizations have to share the available display space,
they initially cover only a few pixels. Therefore, unit cells typically
require zooming before further details are revealed. Fig. 4 depicts
possible unit cell designs.

Meta cells span multiple underlying matrix cells and therefore start at
a larger size than unit cells. Yet, as illustrated in Fig. 5, no assumptions
can be made about a meta cell’s aspect ratio as it depends on the shape
of the RoI defined by the analyst. Consequently, the visualizations
embedded into meta cells must cope with varying aspect ratios. Next,
we discuss the design of embedded responsive visualizations in detail.

3.5 How is Information Shown?
General design guidelines for embedding responsive visualizations do
not yet exist in the literature. Here, we primarily discuss what it takes
to make visualizations responsive and illustrate them with selected
examples. Our discussion focuses on (i) how the visualizations scale
and respond, and (ii) what information they can represent.

3.5.1 Making Visualizations Responsive
In our case, the embedded responsive visualizations must be able to
communicate the characteristics of one or two objects for unit cells,
and of n objects for meta cells (Fig. 3). Depending on the number of
objects, the visualizations should facilitate object visibility or attribute
visibility [69]. The focus can be on representing data attributes or

supporting comparison tasks (R2). As indicated above, responsive
visualizations must also be compatible with different aspect ratios.

Most importantly for our focus+context approach, the visualizations
must be able to work at different sizes. Ideally, details are conveyed
already at sizes of a few pixels. When additional space becomes avail-
able, it should be used efficiently by adding more and more details, not
only geometrically, but also semantically [47, 49, 58].

For our RMCs, we consider four major levels of detail (LoD) that
represent important breakpoints when increasing the cell size:

1. Pixel level with color-coding only,

2. Miniature level with a minimal version of the visualization,

3. Compact level showing first labels or values, and

4. Medium level showing more labels and details.

Note that the medium level is not meant as a maximum, since cells
can be increased even further and more details can be added. Also, we
refrain from defining exact pixel-based values for these sizes because
the specific thresholds for showing additional details depend on the
visualization (e.g., how space-efficient the visualization is), the used
device (e.g., what resolution and pixel density is offered), and prefer-
ences of the user (e.g., details as soon as possible vs. abstraction as
early as possible).

A general concern though is to help users maintain their mental map
as the LoD changes. To this end, we propose to preserve the original
matrix cell’s color-coding as the background color at the miniature
size or as the border color for the larger sizes as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Maintaining the color as a visual residue can make it easier to keep
track of specific cells and to recall why they seemed of interest in the
first place (e.g., dark encoding, light encoding, similar encoding). Yet,
when used in the background, the color can potentially compromise the
contrast in the embedded visualizations. Therefore, miniature visual-
izations render their marks using a contrast color (e.g., white or dark
gray) that depends on the luminance of the background. This way, we
can guarantee a sufficient separation of background and visualization.

Complementing the aforementioned general design aspects, we next
discuss specific design considerations for visualizing the multivariate
attributes of nodes and edges. Representations of structural aspects and
multi-faceted data aspects will be discussed later in Sect. 3.5.3.

3.5.2 Designs for Multivariate Aspects
This section proposes exemplary designs for multivariate visualizations
in RMCs. First, we focus on unit cells, for which the visualization has
to encode either one or two objects primarily for object visibility. As
suitable techniques, we consider bar charts and star plots for a single
object as well as adaptations of them for representing and comparing
two objects as illustrated in Fig. 4. Second, we discuss visualization
designs for meta cells, for which attribute visibility is important. Here,
we consider parallel coordinates plots in addition to grouped bar charts,
and star plots as indicated in Fig. 5.

Focusing on Details of a Single Object For a single object, the
objective is to make its specific attribute values visible (R2). Bar charts
are suitable for this purpose. They already work well on the miniature
size as bars are easy to distinguish and make good use of the available
space (Fig. 4a). At the compact size, it is possible to start showing
labels (e.g., for the maximum), while at the medium size, all values and
potentially the attributes can be labeled.

A downside of bar chart is that all attributes should be in the same
or similar value range so that they can share the same axis. Otherwise,
certain attributes can be overemphasized if the same normalized axis is
being used. Alternatively, each bar can have its own axis, but these are
difficult to incorporate on small sizes. Another option is to configure
the bars to not show absolute values but relative ones corresponding to
the global min/max. In both cases, however, interpreting the bars could
be difficult as they would contradict typical conventions.

Another technique for representing a single object are star plots.
Similar to bar charts, star plots work well on miniature size thanks to
their glyph-like appearance [12] (Fig. 4b). The glyph-like character is
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Fig. 4. Visualizations in unit cells have to represent 1 or 2 objects.
Variants of bar charts and star plots are suitable for being embedded into
unit cells. Depending on the available display space, different levels of
detail can be offered. Unit cells also work as small multiples. cb

particularly beneficial when multiple unit cells form a small-multiples
arrangement. Star plots make sense for three or more data attributes.
Each attribute has its own axis, avoiding issues with different attribute
ranges. However, the comparison of attribute values at the differently
oriented axes can potentially be more demanding. Value labels can be
shown starting at the compact size, and axis labels make sense at the
medium size. Especially at smaller sizes, overlaps of labels with the
plot lines and the axes are hard to avoid.

Comparing Two Objects in Detail In general, visual comparison
of two objects can be supported by showing the two objects in parallel
(superimposed or juxtaposed) or by computing and visualizing their
difference directly [27]. As before, bar charts and star plots can be used
to show two objects at the same time. Particularly useful for compar-
ison are bar charts, where bars are grouped by attribute, and overlaid
star plots (Fig. 4c,d). In both cases, the visual density is increased due
to the additional graphical marks, which requires different responsive
behavior. For example, labels for the grouped bar charts become visible
only at the compact size, as the miniature size already introduces the
usage of different shades for the bars as a new detail. For both grouped
bar charts and overlaid star plots, it is not inherently clear which marks
corresponds to which object (i.e., the node of the row or of the column).
This can be mitigated by establishing conventions. For example, the
bars corresponding to the row node can always be shown on the left,
or its outlined polygon always be rendered on top. Interactive coordi-
nated highlighting further supports users in identifying data objects in
RMCs (see Sect. 4).

In addition to showing two objects simultaneously, comparison tasks
can also be supported by directly encoding the difference between the
objects in a difference bar chart (Fig. 4e). While this sacrifices the

display of the actual attribute values, the comparison is simplified and
the chart itself is cleaner with fewer marks being shown. Thanks to the
simpler design, difference bar charts work well in a small-multiples
arrangement of unit cells. The idea of encoding differences directly
can also be expanded to star plots, in which case the polygonal shapes
would encode the differences.

Inspecting Multiple Objects Meta cells provide a visual represen-
tation of a group of either nodes or edges. In contrast to the designs
discussed before, visualizations embedded into meta cells often divert
from the typically square aspect ratio of their unit-cell counterparts. In
general, three aspect ratios of meta cells are relevant: a wide shape in
horizontal orientation (landscape), a wide shape in vertical orientation
(portrait), and an (almost) square shape.

Visualizations whose space demands grow mostly in only one direc-
tion work well with landscape and portrait, where different orientations
can be supported by 90-degree rotation. A prominent example are
parallel coordinates plots (PCPs), which benefit from growing with the
number of shown attributes or axes. PCPs offer the necessary degree
of flexibility to adapt to different aspect ratios as both the axes and the
spacing in between are easy to adjust (Fig. 5a,b). PCPs can support
attribute visibility, which enables users to see how attribute values are
distributed, whether attributes are correlated, or if there are any outliers.
At miniature size, no labels can be shown, while at compact size it
gets possible to indicate minimum and maximum values per axis. At
medium size, axis labels can be displayed and the background can show
the entire data set in a dimmed fashion to provide additional context.

Grouped bar charts and star plots also facilitate the inspection of
multiple objects. In a grouped bar chart, there are several adjunct groups
of bars, one group for each attribute (Fig. 5c). The grouping makes
it possible to show individual axes per group at larger sizes. Within a
group, the number of bars corresponds to the number of objects. Hence,
the space demand for grouped bar charts primarily grows in only one
direction as the number of attributes and objects increases. This makes
grouped bar charts suitable for landscape and portrait aspect ratios. Star
plots, on the other hand, become distorted for landscape and portrait.
They are better suited for square-shaped meta cells (Fig. 5d). Analog
to PCPs, star plots enable users to recognize attribute distributions and
correlations as well as to compare specific objects.

As for any multivariate visualization, readability in meta cells de-
creases with a large number of marks due to over-plotting. Yet, our
focus+context RMCs are not meant to operate on larger data, but on
subsets as defined by regions of interest. Still, it is mandatory to
support readability and object identification by means of interactive
highlighting as described in Sect. 4.

3.5.3 Designs for Further Data Aspects

So far, we mainly illustrated RMCs for representing multivariate data
aspects. Yet, RMCs can also be employed to convey other data aspects,
including structural, spatial, or temporal aspects of graphs.

While the adjacency part of the overview matrix already incorporates
structural aspects, certain path-related analysis tasks are easier to carry
out with node-link diagrams [23, 55]. To combine the advantages of
both, node-link diagrams can be embedded into meta cells. They show
the induced sub-graph corresponding to the set of nodes or the set of
edges associated with the RoI. The size and color of nodes as well as
the stroke width of links can encode selected node and edge attributes.
Yet, this is mostly an option for larger meta cells. Embedding a node-
link diagram enables users to quickly check how certain patterns in the
adjacency matrix look like in an arguably more intuitive representation.

Besides graph structure and multivariate attributes, a graph can have
further facets, most prominently spatial and temporal dependencies [29].
Provided that suitable visualizations for such additional facets exist,
RMCs can generally be used to also embed them into the matrix. For
example, a meta cell could be extended to show a map underneath a
node-link diagram and use a geographical layout rather than a force-
directed layout. Similarly, it would be possible to show nodes or edges
along a time line. While these are first ideas for generalizing RMCs,
concrete designs are left for future work.
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In summary, the RMC approach offers a great degree of flexibility in
terms of what, where, and how information is visualized. This naturally
requires a high degree of interactivity as discussed in the next section.

4 FROM OVERVIEW TO DETAILS TO EDITING

To facilitate the dynamic use of RMCs as a data exploration and editing
tool, a suitable interactive interface must be provided to the user. In
fact, our approach really lives from interaction. Yet, the combination of
focus+context and embedded visualizations makes the interface design
a non-trivial endeavor. On the one hand, interaction with the matrix
must be possible on a global level (e.g., selecting attributes of interest).
On the other hand, users must be able to interact on a local level with the
RMCs (e.g., scaling RMCs) and the embedded visual representations
(e.g., highlighting and editing data). Careful design is necessary to
obtain an easy-to-use and conflict-free interaction repertoire.

The starting point for RMCs is that users spot something interesting
in the overview matrix (R1). Therefore, the analyst can initially config-
ure the matrix on a global level by zooming and panning, selecting the
attributes to be included in the similarity calculation, sorting rows and
columns, and choosing appropriate color scales via a global menu.

Once the overview matrix has been set up so that interesting data
features stand out, RMCs come into play to inspect and compare the
surfaced features in detail (R2). In the following, we discuss how
analysts can create RMCs and configure the embedded visual represen-
tations. Finally, we turn our attention to data editing by interactively
manipulating graphical marks in the embedded visualizations (R3).

4.1 Exploring Details with RMCs

The primary steps for exploring details with RMCs are to create and
configure RMCs in the first place, to adjust the embedded visual repre-
sentations appropriately, and to link the gained insight across RMCs
and the overview matrix.

Creating RMCs In order to create a new RMC, the analyst simply
clicks and drags up a rectangular region of interest (RoI) covering the
matrix cells to be studied in detail (Fig. 6a). A single-cell RMC is
created with a single click. As the user-specified RoIs are typically
associated with some visual patterns being evident in the overview
matrix (e.g., cluster of edges or group of very (dis)similar nodes), the
creation process could be eased by offering automatic selection support
that fits RMCs to such patterns [83].

Upon creation, RMCs are initialized based on useful defaults.
Whether node or edge attributes will be shown (the what) depends
on the triangular matrix part where the RoI is created. By default, meta
cells will be created (the where). To generate a small-multiples arrange-
ment of unit cells, a modifier key (e.g., shift) can be held while selecting
the RoI. For the embedded visualization (the how), we consider bar
charts as a suitable default. All these default settings can be subject to
interactive adjustment via a local menu as explained later.

Scaling RMCs A major advantage of RMCs is their flexible level
of detail (LoD), which is coupled to their scaling level. On creation,
RMCs are automatically scaled up from the pixel to the miniature level
revealing initial details in the embedded visualization. The analyst
can increase the LoD further by local zooming, for example, using
the mouse wheel, dragging the RMC borders, or performing a pinch
gesture (Fig. 6b). The additional space required for enlarging RMCs is
obtained by shrinking rows and columns outside of RMCs uniformly
like in bifocal views [5]. To deal with the issue of varying aspect ratios,
the zooming can happen either uniformly in x and y directions or be
restricted to only x or y direction. Upon zooming, responsiveness sets
in and RMCs are automatically enhanced with additional information
and richer visual encodings. These make it easier for the analysts to
read the visual representation and understand details better.

Expanding, Shrinking, and Dismissing RMCs After first con-
clusions have been drawn from an RMC, the analyst’s interest might
change. This can result in the need to adapt the region covered by
RMCs, that is, to expand or reduce it by adding or removing cells. This
can be supported by dragging borders similar to scaling up RMCs, but
while activating another modifier (Fig. 6c).

Once an RMC’s details have been studied conclusively, the RMC
can be dismissed. This is as easy as triggering a shortcut key (e.g.,
delete) or a designated mouse button. A global reset function can be
used to dismiss all RMCs altogether and reset the overview matrix.

Adjusting the Display of Details To facilitate the in-depth explo-
ration of details, RMCs provide an in-place menu interface (Fig. 6d) for
adjusting what (nodes or edges), where (unit or meta cells), and how
(embedded visualization) details are made visible. When switching
nodes and edges, RMCs are automatically transitioned from one half of
the matrix to their corresponding position in the other half. Switching
the cell type results in either merging a set of unit cells into a meta
cell or splitting up a meta cell into several unit cells. Switching the
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embedded visualization simply replaces the visual representation in an
RMC. To allow analysts to quickly switch back and forth between the
different options, the menu stays open until a suitable configuration has
been found and the menu is closed explicitly.

As we consider altering the visualization (the how) to be a frequent
operation during the data exploration, additional shortcuts are provided.
The arrow keys can be used to select different visualizations and layout
variants, the space bar toggles between unit and meta cells, and the tab
key switches between node and edge attributes.

Exploring details typically involves further adjustments of visual rep-
resentations, for example, reordering axes, selecting attributes, chang-
ing scales, and so on. While it is standard to carry out such inter-
actions directly within the visualization, this is impractical for our
space-constrained RMCs. Instead, it makes sense to offload further
adjustments to external controls or the menu.

Linking Details and Overview A coordinated highlighting is
indispensable to support analysts in linking the details provided in
one RMC to the overview matrix and the details in other RMCs. In
general, hovering graphical marks in RMCs results in highlighting
all other marks being associated with the same node or edge. For
example, hovering a node in an embedded node-link diagram results
in highlighting all corresponding marks in all other RMCs and in
emphasizing the corresponding row and column labels in the overview
matrix (and vice versa).

4.2 Editing Data Values within RMCs
During an in-depth analysis of a multivariate graph, it can be desirable
or even necessary to shift from data exploration to data editing. This
shift can be motivated by the need of either correcting erroneous data
or observing the influence of an attribute on the overall graph. The first
case corresponds to Baudel’s direct manipulation principle, where data
values are edited directly within the visualization [7]. The second case
addresses what Spence coined what-if analyses, which can help users
understand the interplay of different values [69]. In both situations, the
edits are supposed to be immediately visible in the visualization.

In general, an edit operation can target the graph structure
(add/remove nodes/edges) or the associated attribute values (up-
date) [24]. The literature already offers several strategies for editing
structural aspects using matrix representations [25, 26, 40]. Therefore,
our interest primarily regards the editing of attribute values.

Depending on the user’s goal (correcting error or what-if analyses),
editing can mean plainly setting a specific value or involve skimming a
range of potential values before one value is eventually set. A specific
value is easy to set by entering it via keyboard or, where pen input is
available, via handwriting. Both ways are illustrated in Fig. 6e.

For what-if analyses, entering many values in such a discrete fashion
is impractical. Instead, it must be possible to quickly check a range of
values while observing the resulting changes in the visualization. This
is facilitated by continuous drag gestures where users move the data-
encoding marks directly within RMCs. To this end, interaction handles
become available as soon as RMCs are sufficiently large to allow
for a reasonable range of movement so that edits can be performed
with an acceptable precision. For most of the previously discussed
visualizations, this starts to be doable at the compact size. To support
what-if questions like what if the attribute value would be similar to
another object, it can be beneficial to ’snap’ graphical marks being
dragged to other data objects.

Fig. 6f illustrates how editing works in bar charts and parallel co-
ordinates. In a bar chart, the upper end of a bar can be dragged up
and down in order to update the underlying attribute value. In parallel
coordinates (and also in star plots), the control points of the polylines
can be dragged for editing.

Taken together, RMCs offer a versatile interaction repertoire sup-
porting users in conducting comprehensive analyses of multivariate
graphs without switching to external tools. How RMCs and the offered
interactions can be applied to a specific data set will be shown next.

5 APPLYING RESPONSIVE MATRIX CELLS

We implemented the RMC approach in a web-based prototype using
the native canvas API for rendering, the D3 library for computing force-
directed layouts, and the chroma.js library for color coding. The GUI
consists of a mix of SemanticUI and custom controls. The prototype
supports all key concepts via mouse and keyboard, including creating
unit and meta cells, scaling them up, changing the visualizations, and
editing attribute values. Except for difference bar charts and spatio-
temporal visualizations, all visualizations discussed in Sect. 3.5 are
implemented. The prototype is publicly available [73].

Here, we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach by means of
a walk-through for the use case of exploring and editing real-world
soccer data as well as by reporting on early user feedback. For future
work, the walk-through could also be used as a basis for defining tasks
of a more elaborate user study.

5.1 Data & Task
As an example data set, we used a graph of soccer players from the
2017/18 Champions League season. The graph consists of 95 play-
ers, the nodes of the graph. The players are characterized by up to
39 quantitative data attributes, including general stats (e.g., minutes
played), defensive figures (e.g., balls recovered, interceptions), and
offensive qualities (e.g., shots on goal, goals scored). Not all players
have values for all attributes. While this is partly due to different player
types (e.g., goal keeper can have special attributes), some players are
actually lacking correct attribute values.

There are 1046 edges in the graph. An edge represents co-
occurrences of two players, that is, if and how often the two players
have played for the same club during their career. The edge weight
corresponds to the number of shared clubs. There are no further edge
attributes present in the data set.

For our walk-through, we assume the goal of an analyst is to identify
match-deciding players and compare them with each other. In particular,
this includes (i) the exploration of details of an a priori unknown sub-
graph and (ii) the correction of found errors within this sub-graph.

5.2 Walk-through: Exploring & Editing Soccer Players
Initially, the overview matrix shows the 95 players from 5 different
clubs (Fig. 7a). Consequently, the matrix comprises 9,025 cells in total,
of which 4,465 are available for showing the edges, 4,465 for showing
the node similarities, and 95 cells in the diagonal. The nodes (rows and
columns) are initially ordered by club, with other orders being available.
The similarity part is calculated on the fly based on a user-specified set
of attributes. In order to focus on match-deciding players, the analyst
chooses the minutes played, appearances, total number of shots, and
scored goals as the attributes for the similarity calculation. Then, the
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similarity part of the matrix clearly shows two players standing out
as lines with many reddish cells, indicating dissimilarity to all other
players in the data set (Fig. 7a). The players standing out are Lionel
Messi (LM) and Robert Lewandowski (RL). While being dissimilar
to other players, they are quite similar to each other as indicated by a
green cell exactly where the two reddish lines cross.

In order to study and compare both players in detail, the analyst
selects a sub-graph around the green cell representing the high similarity
of LM and RL (Fig. 7b). Holding down the shift key while making
the selection results in a 3 × 3 small-multiple arrangement of unit
cells being created. The unit cells are automatically enlarged and
populated with bar charts. The analyst zooms in and focuses on the cell
representing LM and RL, which can still be recognized easily by the
maintained green background (Fig. 7b). Already at this small size, it
can be seen that LM and RL have indeed similar attribute values as the
bars in each of the four bar groups have similar lengths.

Scaling up further will add axes labels and colors for better distin-
guishing the four bar groups (Fig. 7c). Moreover, red bars highlight
the data associated with LM in all unit cells. In the central unit cell,
the analyst can see that LM and RL have the exact same number of
appearances, and the number of minutes played and the number of total
shots are quite similar. The detailed representation also enables the
analyst to infer that the shot-to-goal ratio is roughly the same for RL
and LM (43:5 vs. 44:6), although RL has played more minutes.

To further investigate the two players, the analyst opens the quick
access menu (Fig. 7c) and fetches the attributes ball possession and
number of touches as additional details to the chart. Now, significant
differences become visible (Fig. 7d): LM has twice as much ball pos-
session and twice as many touches as RL. The discovered similarities
and differences suggest two different playing styles. LM could have
a greater impact on the game, as he not only creates many decisive
game situations, but also completes them successfully. In comparison,
RL seems to be less active in creating situations with the ball, but can
decide games with good positional play and ultimately scoring.

As these two styles complement each other well, it would be in-
teresting to know if the two players have ever played for the same
club. To answer this question, the analyst switches the RMC to the
adjacency part of the matrix, where the cells encode the number of
clubs shared. The overview matrix suggests that a few players have
played together in more than one club. RL and LM have never played
together, as indicated by an empty white cell in the adjacency part. To
get a more intuitive representation, the analyst switches to a meta cell
with an embedded node-link diagram (Fig. 7e). Through interactive
highlighting, the analyst can find out that one path between RL and LM
exists in the sub-graph via Thiago and Dembélé.

Besides decisive players that are almost always on the field, there
are also key substitute players who enter a match in critical situations.
The analyst remembers three such potential substitutes who appeared
as particularly dissimilar to LM earlier during the exploration. To
confirm that these players have high offensive skills, had a couple of
appearances, but played only a few minutes, the analyst goes back to
the similarity part of the matrix and creates unit cells with embedded
star plots (Fig. 7f). The star plots reveal that several attribute values are
missing, and hence, the players are not necessarily dissimilar to LM.

The analyst decides to fix these missing values. After zooming to

the medium size, handles appear at those marks in the visualization
where edits are possible. By simply dragging a handle, the analyst can
change a data value and update it to a correct one (Fig. 7f). During the
editing, the star plot is updated on the fly, as are all other visualizations
depending on the edited value, including the similarity part of the
matrix. After a correct value has been set, the value is committed to the
data and the analysis session can be continued seamlessly by discarding
the existing RMC and defining new ones in other parts of the matrix.

5.3 Preliminary User Feedback
In order to receive early user feedback on our approach, we invited 4
researchers (2 interaction experts, 2 visualization experts, all PhD-level)
for guided hands-on sessions. After an introduction and short demon-
stration, participants (P1-4) were asked to interact with the prototype
and test the usability of its different functionalities. Sessions were
conducted remotely by two investigators via video chat with screen-
sharing and lasted ca. 1 hour. Overall, participants were very positive
and attested the implementation a high quality. While all agreed that
initial training is required to understand both data set and visualiza-
tion approach, participants adapted to the interface quickly and used
all techniques without larger issues. Interestingly, while we did not
instruct for, all participants started to reason about the data, but with
different approaches and focus. For example, P3 started exploring pos-
sible matrix sorting, P1 looked into node similarities, and P4 focused
on the relations between similarity and adjacency.

Both unit cells and meta cells were considered helpful to understand
why nodes are (dis)similar, but we could observe that unit cells required
more time to be properly read—likely since attribute labels are only
shown on higher zoom levels. As P1 and P4 used global zoom more
intensively, they noted that the node labels were quickly becoming
invisible, as they are only placed outside of the matrix. Showing the
labels additionally around an RMC could avoid this. The highlighting
mechanisms were considered useful with few suggestions for improve-
ments, e.g., permanent highlights for one or more nodes (P2, P4), or
highlights of attribute axes when hovering the labels in the sidebar
or context menu (P2). All participants found the editing very useful,
particularly for understanding the influence of certain attributes on the
similarity measure. However, while working with larger RMCs at a
high LoD, P2 and P4 noted that due to the stronger distortion the edit
effects are getting harder to observe in the overall matrix. Simplifying
editing on lower LoDs could mitigate this issue. With most mechanisms
working smoothly, ideas for further functionalities were also proposed,
e.g., to allow filtering of nodes within the RMCs (P3).

The above walk-through as well as the user feedback provide a first
indication of the utility of RMCs. As we cannot show further details
here, we refer to the supplementary video, which much better illustrates
the dynamic nature of the RMC approach. Walk-through, user feedback,
and supplementary video suggest that RMCs accomplish what they set
out to achieve: They support a seamless analysis workflow from an
overview to details to editing without resorting to external tools.

6 DISCUSSION

Our approach is based on a non-trivial interplay of several visual (e.g.,
matrix, charts), interactive (e.g., focus+context, highlighting), and
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automatic (e.g., similarity computation, responsiveness) components.
Next, we further discuss limitations and possible extensions of RMCs.

Facets of Responsiveness In the visualization domain, the no-
tion of responsiveness is typically focused on adapting a visualization
based on space constraints, e.g., adapting it to the small screen of a
mobile device [4, 31]. In contrast, the responsiveness of our RMCs
is not limited to size-based adaptations, but also includes the consid-
eration of the underlying data (similar to semantic zooming), and the
analyst’s tasks. In the future, this should be complemented by the used
input modality (e.g., mouse, touch, pen, natural language). At the same
time, the question remains how visualizations should respond to these
different facets, i.e., how they can be adapted in a useful way or when
the representation should be set to a different visualization type. For
future work, one goal would be to investigate what “useful” adaptations
are and what users would expect as responsive behavior.

Automation Desiderata Another goal could be to automate cer-
tain aspects of RMCs. To reduce the overall interaction costs [43], the
automation of recurring adaptation patterns can be considered. Such
patterns can be sequences of changes (first star plots, then bar charts,
then node-link) or RoI-specific changes (unit cells for smaller RoIs,
meta cells for larger ones). However, interaction patterns like these
are typically highly application- and user-dependent, which prohibits
hard-wiring automated adjustments into RMCs. Instead, machine learn-
ing methods could infer automatable adjustments from previous user
interactions [13, 19, 56]. Where this is not possible (e.g., due to a too
small user base), templates could define potentially helpful rules for
automatic adjustments [71].

Embedded Visualizations An important part of RMCs is to have
a suitable and diverse set of visualizations. While we already provide
variations of bar charts, star plots, and PCPs, this collection can be ex-
tended in the future. Particularly interesting are tailored visualizations
that work well for specific constellations. For example, further glyph-
like visualizations can be effective for small unit cells, scatter plots
could show correlations between two attributes in meta cells, miniature
maps would be helpful for geo-spatial networks, and horizon graphs
could be applied to temporal data attributes. Besides considering addi-
tional visualizations, it could also make sense to think about combining
or overlaying them within RMCs.

Extended Editing Facilities Our approach eases the hurdles of
data editing by enabling it directly within the RMCs. This means
that exploration and editing can take place in the very same context.
Yet, the editing could be further improved. For example, any editing is
ideally supported through a history mechanism for undoing and redoing
edits and capturing insights [42, 46, 50]. Such provenance features are
particularly useful for extensive analysis sessions. For the interaction
itself, interactive surfaces such as tablets or digital whiteboards are
interesting environments for editing. Specifically, the additional input
modalities of these environments, e.g., touch [33, 64], pen [20, 63],
or speech [70], can potentially simplify edit operations and improve
precision at lower LoDs. For example, in order to update an attribute
value, the new value could simply be spoken, written with a pen, or
indicated by ”slicing“ a bar at a certain height via touch.

Matrix Scalability A general challenge for multivariate graphs is
scalability [34]. When using a matrix visualization, larger graphs with
more than a couple of 100 nodes are getting difficult to handle, both con-
ceptually and implementation-wise. The first aspect can potentially be
tackled with the help of existing approaches such as Graph Sketches [1]
or NodeTrix [30]. Implementation-wise, due to the quadratic complex-
ity of a matrix and the additional elements added with the RMCs, our
prototype is currently limited to rendering roughly 150 nodes. With
more sophisticated GPU-based rendering, this limit could be expanded,
but only by a constant factor.

Formal User Studies For developing our approach, we followed
an iterative design process with input from both visualization and
HCI experts. Such expert input has proven to be very valuable in
similar contexts [54]. Here, we demonstrated by means of a walk-
through how our concepts come into play during an analysis session

and provided insights from a preliminary user feedback session. A
supplementary video is available to illustrate the dynamic nature of
RMCs. In the future, it would be interesting to conduct formal user
studies to investigate the RMCs in more depth. However, studies in the
context of integrating various visualization views are non-trivial [51,59].
In our case, the provided editing mechanisms would even add to the
study complexity. In addition to usability studies, comparative studies
could contrast our integrated approach to an alternative with multiple
juxtaposed views. In order to foster further investigations into our RMC
approach of any kind, we made our prototype freely available.

RMCs beyond Multivariate Graphs Finally, it can be promising
to investigate the potential of RMCs in other contexts. RMCs can
naturally be applied to any tabular arrangement of cells where cells
contain information worth being elaborated with additional details. A
classic example is the TableLens [61] and variants of it [36, 49]. In
the future, it would also be interesting to explore the applicability of
RMCs in the context of irregular arrangements, for example, if and how
RMCs can be applied to maps or map-like visualizations [32].

Limitations Our RMC approach shares conceptual limitations of
the base concepts we combine. In general, table and matrix repre-
sentations depend very much on an appropriate ordering of rows and
columns [10]. In our context, this is particularly important because
only adjacent cells can be turned into RMCs to reveal details. Address-
ing this issue, we integrate options to sort the matrix with respect to
graph characteristics (e.g., degree, pre-defined clusters), data attributes,
or node similarity. Like many focus+context techniques, our RMC
approach distorts the basic visualization layout, which can make it
more difficult to follow rows and columns in the matrix. We addressed
this by providing coordinated highlighting and a cross-hair cursor that
spans the entire matrix. Moreover, thanks to the scalable display of
information in RMCs, they can also be applied at miniature or com-
pact sizes, which require only minimal distortion. Finally, it should
be acknowledged that our approach currently is tailored to un-directed
multivariate graphs. For directed graphs, more complex encodings
indicating the direction in the adjacency part must be considered, or the
half of the matrix encoding attribute-related aspects must be omitted.
For the latter case, one could place a data table directly next to the
matrix [11], where the matrix shows the graph structure and the table
visualizes node attributes. Both matrix and table could then offer the
option to embed RMCs for detailed exploration and editing.

7 CONCLUSION

Exploring and editing multivariate graphs is a complex task that re-
quires considering the structure and the multivariate aspects of nodes
and edges on both an overview and detail level. With our responsive
matrix cells approach, we enable such analyses by providing embedded
visualizations in user-defined focus regions within a matrix visualiza-
tion. The RMCs allow users to flexibly define what, where, and how
detail information is to be represented. Consequently, our approach
facilitates both exploring and editing those details, which are otherwise
obscured in the complexity of a multivariate graph. RMCs enable
workflows following and extending Shneiderman’s information seeking
mantra [68]: Start with an overview, then zoom into details of inter-
est, explore these details from different perspectives, and edit them
if required. The versatility of RMCs is formed by the well-known
concepts of focus+context, semantic zooming, and direct manipulation,
combined with the emerging ideas of responsive visualizations. As
illustrated by our walk-through and the user feedback, we believe that
this combination is a promising solution for analyzing complex multi-
variate graphs in general and is worth to be pursued further, not only in
an integrated fashion in matrix visualizations but also beyond.
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